ACTIVITY

FIND THESE
Buildings

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME
When you find this artwork, count the following:
1. How many camels?
2. How many red spire roofs?
3. How many umbrellas on the plaza?
ACTIVITY

FIND THESE

Waves

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME

When you find this artwork, count the following:
1. How many boats with sails?
2. How many boats without sails and with people inside?
3. How many ducks?
4. How many buildings?
FIND THESE

Plants

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME
When you find this artwork, count the following:
1. How many books?
2. How many teacups?
3. How many feathers?
ACTIVITY

FIND THESE

Patterns

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME

When you find this artwork, count the following:

1. How many silhouettes of pottery?
2. How many red flowers?
3. How many green triangles?
ACTIVITY

FIND THESE

Animals

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME

When you find this artwork, count the following:
1. How many flowers?
2. How many legs does the green animal have?
FIND THESE

Textile Patterns

Find the full image of the original artwork on Google Arts and Culture.

BONUS COUNTING GAME
When you find this artwork, count the following:
1. How many birds?
2. How many women?
3. How many flowers?